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The "operational requirement" (?) for 

support of bibliographic references by 
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David Rhead 

Abstract 

It is suggested that: 

0 LAW3 should aim to support the principal ci- 

tation schemes used in conventional publishing 

0 consideration be given to a modus vivendz be- 

tween LAW3 and mainstream bibliography- 

formatting software. 
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Introduction 

Ideally, when writing software, it is a good idea to 

write down what the software is intended to achieve 

-the "operational requirement" -before writing 

any code. 

This article attempts to take an "operational 

requirement" approach to the "bibliographic refer- 

ence" aspects of I P m 3 . l  The objective is to stim- 

ulate debate-if you don't agree with my sugges- 
tions, please suggest specific alternatives! (In the 

Obviously, there are limits to the what the OR 

approach can achieve. For example, it is difficult 

to quantify "usability". Nevertheless, the approach 

should facilitate debate about objectives before the 

"user interface" has been fixed. 

remainder of the article, "operational requirement" 

is abbreviated to "OR" .) 
Generalizing the approach taken by the LAW 

2.09 manual [I, pp. 73-74], it is convenient to di- 

vide the topic into LLdoing it yourself" and "using 

bibliography-formatting software". 

2 Doing it yourself 

In effect, the only scheme that is "fully supported" 

by LAW 2.09 is "reference by number, where the 

sequence of numbers is determined by position in 

the reference-list" . 
By contrast, for "real-world publishing", my 

impression is that: 

only a minority of "instructions to authors" 

specify anything like the default LAW 2.09 

scheme. This minority consists of those jour- 
nals that specify "reference by number, with 

the reference-list in alphabetical order of au- 

t hor 's names" . 
the majority of "instructions to authors", style- 

books, etc., specify one of the following: 

(a) reference by number, with the reference- 

list in order of first citation 

(b) author-date 

(c) "short-form in footnotes". For publica- 

tions in the humanities, there seem to be 

two main variants of this scheme, depend- 

ing on whether or not there is a reference- 

list .2 

IS0 690 [3, sec. 91 provides a convenient spec- 
ification of the details of these schemes. The 

default LAW 2.09 system gives no particular 

help to anyone wanting to use them.3 

a few publishers specify alternative schemes. 

E4.7 

If there is no reference-list, the convention is 

usually %rst citation gives full bibliographic details, 

subsequent citations give cross-reference to first ci- 

tation". This variant is common in law publications, 

when it is used in conjunction with numerous law- 

specific citation conventions [2]. 
BIBQX can help with (a). Anyone wishing 

to use (b) will probably grope around in archives 

looking for style-options that: arrange for \cite to 

give ( . . . ) rather than [ . . . 1; omit [ . . . ] from 

the reference-list; support date-only citations when 

the author's name appears naturally in a sentence. 

Apart from the law-specific L e x i w  [4], I'm not 

aware of any 2.09-related software that helps peo- 

ple who wish to use scheme (c). 
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some Springer journals4 accept citations of 

the form "first letter of author's surname. 

in square brackets" 

Butcher [5] mentions a variation of 

the reference-by-number system in which 

there is a separate numerical sequence for 

each letter, and a variation of the author- 

date system in which a number is used in- 

stead of a date 

a scheme like the  BIB^ alpha style is 

sometimes used (for example, in the jour- 

nal Formal Aspects of Computing). 

Therefore, I suggest that the OR for LAW3: 

should include support5 for the schemes men- 

tioned in items 1 and 2 above, i.e., 

- a 2.09-like scheme aimed at journals that 

specify "reference by number, with the 

reference-list in alphabetical order of au- 

thor's names" 

- the schemes specified in IS0 690, namely: 

"reference-by-number in order of first ci- 

tation", author-date, and 2 variations of 

"short-form in footnotes" .6 

should bear in mind the possibility of a "plug- 

in module" to support law conventions. Since 

such conventions are crucial only to lawyers, 

it would probably be inappropriate to delay 

L A C 3  while law-specific commands were fi- 

nalised, or to increase the bulk of the LAW3 

See the "instructions for authors" in, for exam- 

ple, Mathematische Zeitschrzft. 
I assume that "sorting a reference-list" will be 

beyond the scope of LAW3. Thus, in practice, the 

LAW3 "support" might be minimal (a "better than 

nothing" warning that a reference-list needs hu- 

man intervention, perhaps). People who want any- 

thing better would be advised to use bibliography- 

formatting software. 

To support these schemes, it is probably de- 

sirable that  LAW3 should be able to determine 

whether a citation of a source is "the first citation" 

of that source. Clearly this would help to provide 

support for "reference by number in order of first 

citation". In the author-date case, it would allow 

support for the convention 16, sec. 3.871 that, when 

there are multiple authors, they should all be named 

in the first citation but "e t  al." should be used subse- 

quently. It might also help to provide support for the 

variant of the short-form scheme in which a "sub- 

sequent citation" uses the short-form and gives a 

cross-reference to the footnote containing the "first 

citation" (where full details of the source can be 

found). 

manual by including law-specific material. Nev- 

ertheless, it might be worth simultaneous exper- 

iments with a prototype LAW3 and a proto- 

type law-support module, in the hope that the 

law-specific commands in such a module might 

end up with a similar "look and feel" to those 

for the mainstream "short-form in footnotes" 

commands. 

need not include support for the alternative 

schemes mentioned in item 3 above (although 

the possibility of "plug-in modules'' to support 

these schemes might be borne in mind). 

In addition, the following features are desirable: 

for situations where several bibliographic 

sources are cited simultaneously: 

- a syntax that permits a particular division 

of each source to be pin-pointed [7, sec. 

15.251. (The 14" 2.09 \ c i t e  C. . . I  €.  . .3 
syntax only supports pin-pointing within a 

single source.) 

- a mechanism for sorting reference-by- 

number citations into ascending numerical 

order [8, p. 1061.~ 

- a mechanism for sorting author-date 

citations7 into alphabetical order of au- 

thor's surnames (or, ideally, the order in 

which the sources appear in the reference- 

list) [6, sec. 3.911 or into "date of publica- 

tion" order [7, sec. 15.241. 

support for types of bibliography that, although 

not as common as a single undivided list, 

are appropriate in particular circumstances, 

namely: 

- a list divided into sections according to 

kinds of material, subject matter or other 

appropriate categories 

- an annotated bibliography 

- a bibliographical essay. 

See, for example, the Chicago Manual of Style 

[7, chap. 151. 

(End-users get confused if they try using 

LAW 2.09's thebibliography environment for 

such bibliographies.) 

The above might provide the major elements of an 

OR. Minor elements may be more difficult to spec- 

ify, but can perhaps be summarized as 

Alternatively, if it is not feasible to sort 

reference-by-number and author-date citations into 

a desired order, mechanisms for giving warnings if 

simultaneous citations are in the wrong order would 

be "better than nothing". 
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LA'3 should be able to survive /?-testing 

of whether it can conveniently deliver bib- 

liographic details formatted as specified by 

influential style-books and "instructions for 

authors'? . 

See 12, 3, 5, 6. 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 141. 

3 Using bibliography-formatting software 

3.1.1 Software available 

The bibliography-formatting software that is "ad- 

vertised" in the LAW 2.09 manual is B I B W  [I,  151. 

Tib [16] is also sometimes mentioned in W circles. 

In fact, there are a large number of 

bibliography-formatting programs available. A re- 

cent review article [17] names 52 such programs. 

Judging by comments on the bibsoft list, the 

most important bibliographic programs (from the 

point-of-view of professional librarians and bibliog- 

raphers) seem to be EndNote, Library Master, Pa- 

pyrus, ProCite and Reference Manager. (Appen- 
dices A and B give details of the bibsoft list and 

of the relevant vendors.) 

Of these, EndNote, Papyrus, ProCite and Ref- 

erence Manager have procedures for processing a 

"manuscript", filling in the in-text citations and gen- 

erating the corresponding reference-list. Although I 

understand that a similar facility is planned for the 

next version of Library Master, I don't know what 

form this will take. Therefore. when referring to 

these programs, I will use: 

"main 4" to  mean the programs (EndNote, Pa- 

pyrus, ProCite and Reference Manager) whose 

procedures for filling in the in-text citations are 

currently known 

"main 5" to  mean the "main 4" plus Library Mas- 

ter. 

From a MT)Ql-er's point-of-view, the public- 

domain  BIB^ and Tib are obviously attractive, 

since they were designed to work with =/LAW, 

and are available for most of the platforms on which 

m / L A m  are available. By contrast, the "main 5'' 

are: 

proprietary 

Warning: I do not currently have "hands on" 

experience of using L A '  in conjunction with soft- 

ware other than  BIB^ (although I have browsed 

through as many of the relevant manuals as I could 

find). Hence, the ideas given in this section, and in 

section 4, are theoretical and speculative. 

currently aimed at "wordprocessor" usersg 

only available on a restricted selection of plat- 

forms. (All are available for MS-DOS. Some are 

available for Macintosh or VAX/VMS.) 

Nevertheless, there are many things about the 

"main 5" that are of interest: 

The programs have standard procedures for 

importing information from standard database 

programs, online information services, CD- 

ROMs and library catalogues. 

They generally have good facilities for mainte- 

nance of a "personal bibliographic database", 

and for searching such a database for entries 

that satisfy particular criteria. 

It seems likely that the programs will continue 

to be developed and supported into the future. 

(By contrast, my understanding is that  BIB^ 
will be "frozen" when version 1.0 has been fin- 

ished.) 

There is a choice. If one program has underly- 

ing assumptions that don't match the assump- 

tions that are usual in your discipline, you can 

look for an alternative! 

Even if you don't regard the "main 5" as of 

positive interest, you may be unable to avoid them. 

If a research-group contains a LAW-ing minority 

and a non-LAW-ing majority: 

0 the "majority" may choose one of the "main 5" 

as the group's "standard bibliography-format- 

ting software" 

the L A ' - e r s  will then be at a serious disadvan- 

tage if they cannot use the group's bibliographic 

databases. 

Also, if your librarian is providing bibliographic in- 

formation in electronic form (e.g., from a comput- 

erized library catalogue), s/he may offer an off-the- 

shelf way to get the information into a database for 

one of the "main 5",  but be unable to help you if 

you use BIB=. 

Overall, it seems to me desirable that, as well as 

having standard procedures for inter-working with 

B I B W  and Tib, LAW3 should have standard pro- 

cedures for inter-working with the "main 5". Such 

procedures are unlikely to be perfect, but it should 

be possible to agree on some modus v i ~ e n d z . ~ ~  

Certain vendors state that W is one of their 

program's "supported wordprocessors" . You may or 

may not regard this as a hopeful sign! 

l o  It is unlikely that the vendors will re-focus 

their products to concentrate on LAW users -and 

equally unlikely that LA'-ers will start to  think of 

themselves as "wordprocessor users". Nevertheless, 
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3.1.2 Modus vivendi with the main 4? 

Before considering how LAW might co-operate with 

the "main 4" it is convenient to contrast B I B W ' S  

approach with that of Tib. 

BIB=% approach involves searching a LATEX 

. aux file for details of in-text citations, and then 

writing out a .bbl  file. The .bbl  file defines a 

reference-list that is read in when LATEX is next ap- 

plied to the root file. 

Tib's approach is different. It starts with a 
. t ex  file that contains "incomplete or keyed cita- 

tions" within citation-delimiters, and produces an- 

other . t e x  file that contains proper in-text citations 

plus (optionally) a reference-list. 

When the procedures used by the "main 4" are 
interpreted in terms of LAW, they seem to be more 

akin to Tib's approach than to BIBW'S .  It looks 
as though the end-user would start with a . t e x  file 

containing keys, etc., within citation-delimiters, and 

use the bibliography-formatting program to produce 

a near-duplicate . t ex  file that contains proper in- 

text citations plus a reference-list. 

In fact, Tib's citation-delimiters are chosen so 

that: 

The escape characters of Tib do not interfere 

with processing. If l&X is applied to the 

original pre-Tib document, the escape char- 

acters and incomplete citations will appear 

as written. 

I.e., the pre-Tib . t e x  file and the post-Tib . t e x  file 

are both valid L A '  input files. 

This seems a useful precedent. If L A m  could 
inter-work with the "main 4" in an analogous way, 

it would not be necessary to 

Apply bibliography-formatting software. 

Then apply LAW. 

every time that a . dvi  file is required. For example, 

if someone is concentrating on getting their equa- 

tions typeset correctly, they might want to get . dvi 

files quickly without always having to go through 

the bibliography-formatting step. At the equation- 

with a few minor changes (which might involve the 

I 4 W  end, the bibliographic program end and/or 

the documentation), it should be possible for LAW3 

and the mainstream bibliographic software to work 

reasonably well together. 

"Modus vivendi" , i.e., "an arrangement between 

peoples who agree to differ", seems to fit the situa- 
tion quite well. 

l1 Hopefully, it will be possible to use the same 

general ideas for Library Master when its procedure 

for "filling in the in-text citations and generating the 

reference-list" becomes known. 

checking stage, they may just want a . dvi file that 

shows their equations, and not be worried about the 

appearance of their in-text citations or reference-list. 

A potential problem for any LAW-er trying 

to follow the Tib precedent, is that EndNote and 

ProCite use # to identify "number within database". 

Hence the end-user may need to put a # (which is 

one of I 4 " ' s  10 "special characters") within the 

relevant citation-delimiters. (See Table 1 for details 

of the programs' default citation-delimiters, and the 

alternatives available.) 

One way of imitating Tib (in spite of the possi- 

bility of # characters) might be to arrange delimiters 

such that the proprietary program's "start delim- 

iter" is interpreted by LAW as being equivalent to 
L A m  2.09's \verb+, and its "end delimiter" is in- 

terpreted as equivalent to the + that terminates the 

text introduced by \verb+. Then: 

if LATEX is applied to the original . t ex  file, 
the citation keys will be typeset "as is" in a 

typewriter  font (to remind the I4QX-er that 

the bibliographic software needs applying be- 

fore the document can be regarded as finished) 

if the bibliographic software is applied to the 

original . t e x  file, a new . t e x  file will be pro- 

duced that, when BQX-ed, has proper in-text 

citations and a reference-list. 

Overall, the LAW-er will be able to apply Bw 
and the bibliographic software in either order (in 

much the same way that LAQX and Tib can be ap- 

plied in either order). 

This approach could be the major element of a 

modus vzvendi between LAW3 and the "main 4". 

Table 2 shows some delimiters that might be suit- 

able. 

A modus vzvendz would also need to incorporate 

an approach to the "root file and \include-ed files" 

situation. Although I don't have any specific sug- 

gestions at this stage, I speculate that support for 

this feature might be obtained by reference to the 

bibliographic software's support for analogous fea- 

tures in wordprocessors (e.g., Wordperfect's "master 

document and subdocument" scheme, and Microsoft 

Word's "include" scheme). 

3.1.3 Preferred interface 

The suggestions in Table 2 are intended as part of 

a modus vivendi between BQX3 and the current 
versions of the "main 4". Although the general ap- 

proach is the same, the details differ from product 

to product. 

It would be open to I4W-ers  to decide on a 

preferred interface, and to inform the vendors of 
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Software Citation Notes 

delimiters 

L w  2.09 with  BIB^ \ c i t e {  ) 
Tib [. . I  The delimiters < . . > are used 

in some circumstances 

EndNote Default: [ 3 You can tell EndNote to look for alternative 

1-character delimiters (e.g., < >) 
Library Master Not known I understand that a facility for "given 

the in-text citations, compile a 

reference-list" is in preparation 

Papyrus Default: %% %% You can tell Papyrus to  look for alternative 

delimiters (but "start delimiter" must 

be the same as "end delimiter" ) 
ProCite Default: ( ) You can tell ProCite to  look 

for [ I rather than for ( ) 

Reference Manager Default: { ) You can tell Reference Manager to  look 

for alternative delimiters. "Start delimiter" 

and "end delimiter" can each have up 

to 7 characters. 

Table 1: Citation-delimiters: defaults and alternatives 

Biblio. Tell bib. software Tell VQ3X3 Notes 

software 

EndNote Delimiters are < . . . > is equivalent 

< and > to  2.09's \verb+ . . . + 

Papyrus Delimiter is " " . . . " is equivalent 

to  2.09's \verb+ . . . + 

ProCite No obvious alternative to  "always 

apply ProCite before VQ3Xn 

Reference Delimiters are \bsof t{ . . . ) is equiv. to 

Manager \bsof t{  and ) 2.09's \verb+ . . . + 

Note: Clearly the default Papyrus and Reference Manager delimiters 

(see Table 1) must be changed if the end-user is to  have the option 

of applying L w  without having previously dealt with citations, 

etc. However, the Papyrus and Reference Manager keys are not 

liable to  contain a # character. Hence, it is not crucial whether 

Papyrus and Reference Manager keys are "hidden" from m. 

Table 2: Choice of delimiters for modus vivendi? 
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their preference in the hope that it may be possi- 

ble to implement the approach more consistently at 

some time in the future. We wouldn't lose anything 

by asking! 

For example, if the preferred interface involved 

\bsoft{key) (as shown in Table 2 for Reference 

Manager), it would be open to us to ask the other 

vendors to relax their rules on citation-delimiters so 

that future versions of the "main 5" will all accept 

\bsoft{key). If we were lucky enough to get the 

vendors' agreement, we might be able to produce 

notes about "using proprietary bibliographic soft- 

ware with L A W  that would appear simpler to the 

end-user than Table 2. 

Note It might be possible to have a modus 

vivendi (e.g., with Reference Manager) involving 

\verb+key+, rather than having an additional com- 

mand such as \bsoft  (which would, in any case, be 

implemented in much the same way as \verb). The 

bibliographic software will probably ignore things 

within \verb+ and + that don't look like citation 

keys. Nevertheless, I would be inclined to introduce 

an extra command (e.g., \bsoft)  so that . t ex  files 

can be "marked up logically" to distinguish between: 

0 delimiters for a key that is intended for process- 

ing by bibliographic software 

0 delimiters for text that is intended to appear in 

a typewriter  font in the final document. 

3.1.4 Hybrid approaches 

One can envisage schemes that embed a proprietary 

bibliographic system's mechanism for dealing with 

citations and reference-lists within LAW'S mecha- 

nism (or vice versa). Examples might include: 

telling Papyrus to use ! ! as its delimiter, and 

putting the Papyrus citation markers inside 

a LATEX \ c i t e  command, thus \ci te{!  ! . . . 
! ! ) . I2  

0 trying to  get proprietary bibliographic software 

to read an . aux file, and write a . bbl file, as 

 BIB^ does. (Perhaps this could be done by a 

shell script which invokes the proprietary soft- 

ware in a suitable way.) 

Generally, I fear that such hybrid schemes may 

lead to confusion, and I would not be inclined to 

pursue them: 

0 Anyone constructing a hybrid scheme will have 

to be very careful about "which software is 

in charge when" (e.g., whether citation num- 

bers are incremented by LAW, by the propri- 

etary system, or by "one shadowing the other"). 

Bernard J. Treves Brown. of Manchester Uni- 

versity, is experimenting with this technique. 

The hybrid scheme will need maintenance (e.g.. 

someone will need to verify that the scheme still 

works with each new release of the proprietary 

system). There may be three lots of documen- 

tation for the end-user to study: that about 

LAQ-33, that about the proprietary system, and 

that about the hybrid scheme's subtle combi- 

nation of elements of both. If anything goes 

wrong, it may be in "a grey area", which is nei- 

ther the responsibility of the LAW3 project, 

nor the responsibility of the bibliographic soft- 

ware vendor. 

The proprietary systems seem more akin to Tib 

than to B I B W .  To try and force them into the 

B I B W  sterotype when they are not designed 

to work like B I B W  seems like "asking for trou- 

ble". I doubt whether the T)jX community has 

the resources to produce interfaces that "make 

proprietary systems work like  BIB^", and I 

doubt whether the vendors have the inclination 

to commit such resources. 

My instinct is that it would be better to have 

a simple interface (e.g., conventions such as those 

outlined in Table 2), so as to put the end-user in a 

situation where responsibilities are clear: 

0 typesetting is the responsibility of LAW3 

0 bibliography-generation is the responsibility of 

the bibliographic software. 

Hence, if using a proprietary bibliographic sys- 

tem, the end-user should ignore the LAW3 manual's 

descriptions of commands to support the DIY-er (i.e, 

ignore the LAW commands envisaged in section 2 ) ,  

and ignore anything that is provided to support the 

 BIB^-er. 
0 The proprietary system will be "in charge" of 

bibliography generation. The method used will 

be that envisaged by the vendor, and docu- 

mented in the vendor's manual: if it's good, 

the vendor will get the credit; if it's bad, the 

vendor will get the blame. 

The delimiters in the . tex  file will be delimiters 

for the proprietary system (chosen, if possible, 

in such a way that the . t ex  file is acceptable to 

LAW even before processing by the proprietary 

system). They might be as shown in Table 2. 

The "keys", etc., inside the delimiters will fol- 

low the rules given in the vendor's manual (not 

the rules given in the LAW3 manual about keys 

that the DIY-er can use). 

The proprietary system will be "told to produce 

W output". How good or bad they are at this 

will be the responsibility of the proprietary sys- 

tem (although interested LAW-ers might ad- 

vise the vendors about what is required). 
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Overall, the end-user will get in-text citations filled 

in, and reference-lists generated, in the standard 
way that is described in the manual that describes 

the proprietary system. If this standard way does 

not suit a LAW-er's requirements, it may be bet- 

ter for him/her to seek alternative bibliography- 

formatting software rather than spending time try- 

ing to circumvent the problems. 

Of course, if people want to put effort into de- 

veloping hybrid schemes, and happen to get good 

modus vzvendz between LAW and proprietary bib- 

liographic systems, I would be delighted to find that 

my instinct is wrong! 

3.1.5 The user's choice 

Given some modus vivendi, end-users would be able 

to make their own assessments of which biblio- 

graphic software suits their needs. 

0 Cost is obviously a factor. 

0 An end-user who wants software that has been 

designed specifically for use in conjunction with 

LA', will probably be inclined to choose 

 BIB^ or Tib. 

0 BIBTEX'S approach makes good use of disk- 

space. A . bbl file will be smaller than "near- 

duplicates of . t ex files". 

0 An end-user who wants ready-made methods of 

downloading information from commercial bib- 

liographic databases, library catalogues, etc., 

will probably favour one of the proprietary 

programs. The proprietary systems also offer 

database administration and searching facili- 

ties. 

0 Anyone who does not have the time and pa- 

tience to deduce (from a proprietary system's 

wordprocessor-oriented documentation/menus) 

what the M m - e r  should do might prefer to 

wait until someone else has deduced what is re- 

quired, and has documented the tricks involved. 

0 The end-user's choice may be constrained by 

the platform on which they are using L A '  

(e.g., they may need bibliographic software for 

a Unix system). 

Wordprocessor-oriented systems may not sup- 

port typesetting subtleties to the degree that 

LAW-ers would like. 

0 Support (or lack of it) for non-English lan- 

guages may be another factor.13 

l3  Decisions may be needed about whether to try 

using a proprietary system's support for diacritics, 

in the hope of being able to share a database with 

colleagues who use wordprocessors. The alternative 

would be t o  have database entries that use TEX en- 

coding for diacritics. 

0 End-users may be constrained to use the same 

system as other people in their research group 

(e.g., so that the group can share databases). 

It is unlikely that anyone will find bibliographic 

software that is perfect for their needs. However, 

people are more likely to find something that suits 

them if they have a choice than if they have no 

choice. 

3.2 OR for IKl33X3 

Given the situation outlined in section 3.1, I suggest 

the following as the OR for LAW3's relationship 

with bibliography-formatting software: 

As far as practicable, LAW3 should be neutral 

towards the end-user's choice of bibligraphy- 

formatting software. Ideally, people should be 

able to choose typesetting software for typeset- 

ting reasons, and bibliographic software for bib- 

liographic reasons - their choice of typesetting 

software should not restrict their choice of bib- 

liographic software. 

0 Hence, a modus vivendz between LA333 and 

each of the "main 5" should be thought up, 

tested and documented.14 

0 There might be "a preferred interface" between 

M W 3  and proprietary bibliographic software. 

It  vendors can be persuaded to support this in- 

terface, LAW-ers will get a consistent interface 

to proprietary bibliographic software. If not, 

things will stay inconsistent (e.g., as shown in 

Table 2). 

0 In line with the neutrality suggested above, 

B I B W  will continue to be supported, but 

L A ' 3  documentation will not be particularly 

p r o - B ~ ~ m .  It is desirable that . bst files 

should be updated so that B I B W  produces 

M'3 commands (designed to satisfy the re- 

quirements listed in section 2) rather than 

LATEX 2.09 commands. 

4 Miscellaneous 

4.1 "Local names" for keys 

If you are "doing it yourself", choice of keys is un- 

likely to be a problem. For example, you could 

equally well use lamport-86 or latexbook as a key 

for the LATEX manual. There is no particular need 

for consistency from one document to another: you 

l4 The modus vivendi might be along the lines 

shown in Table 2, or might be something else that 

emerges from practical experience. It doesn't mat- 

ter much whether the documentation is provided by 

the LAW3 project or by the bibliography software 

vendor, as long as someone provides it! 
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can use lamport-86 as the key in one document, 

and use latexbook as the key in another. 

However, if you have a large bibliographic 

database (perhaps shared with a group of col- 

leagues), it may be impracticable to keep track of 

keys assigned on an ad hoc basis, and difficult to 

guarantee that keys will stay unique whenever a new 

item is added to the database. 

Moreover, a .tex file to be \input may con- 

tain bibliographic details and LATEX commands that 

are generated automatically by bibliographic soft- 

ware (even though LAW will have no way of dis- 

tinguishing the file from a one typed in by a DIY- 

er). Such bibliographic software might be pro- 

grammed to assign keys automatically. For exam- 

ple, software might write a .tex file that contains 

L A '  2.09 \bibitem commands, with keys of the 

form lamport-86 constructed automatically from 

two fields in the database.15 

To help cater for such situations, it might be 

useful if LAW3 allowed "local names" for keys, i.e., 

some mechanism whereby an author could declare 

(e.g., in a document's root file) that, for the du- 

ration of a document, a particular L'informal key" 

(to be used in in-text citation commands) should 

be treated as a synonym for a "formal key" (which 

appears in an entry in an automatically generated 

reference-list). For example, it might be useful to 

be able to declare that latexbook can be used as a 

"local name" for lamport-86. 

4.2 Reference-lists that are also indexes 

Another requirement that needs to be borne in mind 

is for reference-lists which, as well as providing bib- 

liographic details of sources, provide an index to the 

pages on which the sources are cited: 

in mainstream academic publications, the re- 

quirement will probably be for a "combined list 

of references and author index" [5, pp. 198 & 
2581 

in law books, the requirement is usually for 

"front matter" units such as "table of cases", 

"table of statutes" and "table of treaties". In 

a typical "table of cases", each entry tells the 

reader 

l5 Some thought would need giving to any 

method of assigning keys automatically. If a biblio- 

graphic database is continually growing, there may 

be no guarantee that keys of the form lamport-86 

will stay unique when new items are added to the 

database. I t  might be safer to assign less memorable 

keys that can be guaranteed to stay distinct, e.g., the 

"record number" in the database, or a book's ISBN 

- where further details of the case can be 

found (e.g., the relevant law report) 

- which pages in the book's main text men- 

tion the case. 

The other types of tables are analogous. 

A Some suppliers of mainstream 

bibliographic software 

EndNote Niles and Associates. 2000 Hearst 

St, Berkeley, CA 94709, USA. E-mail: 

nilesincQQwell.sf.ca.us. 

Library Master Balboa Software, P. 0 .  Box 3145, 

Station D, Willowdale, Ontario, M2R 3G5, 

Canada. E-mail: hahneQepas . utoronto . ca. 
Papyrus Research Software Design, 2718 S. W. 

Kelly St, Suite 181, Portland, Oregon 97201. 

USA. E-mail: RSDQapplelink . apple. com. 
ProCite Personal Bibli- 

ographic Software, P. 0. Box 4250, Ann Arbor, 

Michigan 48106. E-mail: salesQpbsinc. corn 

or supportQpbsinc.com. 

Reference Manager Research Information Sys- 

tems, Camino Corporate Center, 2355 Camino 

Vida Roble, Carlsbad, CA 92009, USA. E-mail: 

salesQris.risinc.com. 

B E-mail discussion lists about 

bibliographic software 

The bibsof t list provides a forum for general discus- 

sion of personal bibliographic database management 

systems. You can subscribe by sending a one-line e- 

mail message of the form 

subscribe bibsoft last-name,first-name 

to 

listservQindycms.iupui.edu. 

There are also specific discussion lists for End- 

Note, Library Master and ProCite. See [17]. 

In the United Kingdom, there is a discussion list 

for Higher Education institutions that have taken up 

the CHEST Papyrus deal. You can subscribe by send- 

ing a one-line message of the form 

subscribe 

chest-papyrus first-name last-name 

to 

mailbaseQmailbase.ac.uk. 
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Relative moves in  M m  pictures 

Richard Bland 

1 Introduction 

In this note I hope to do three things: 

1. Make a number of observations about why 

picture-drawing in L A ' ,  as described by Lam- 

port, is so difficult and unpleasant. 

2. Put forward a suggestion for a very simple 

mechanism to overcome at least some of these 

difficulties. 

3. Show one way of implementing this suggestion. 

using the Unix utility m4. This particular im- 

plementation is presented only to demonstrate 

the simplicity of the underlying mechanism: no 

claim is made that it is an optimal implemen- 

tation. 

2 A n  example 

Consider the simple picture in Figure 1. As is ob- 

vious, this picture has no meaning: it is just a col- 

lection of graphic elements such as labelled shapes, 

text strings, lines and arrows: but it does exemplify 

the kind of output which many users have in mind 

when they set out to draw a picture in LA'. Such 

users want some form of diagrammatic representa- 

tion in which different shapes are used to represent 

types of entity, lines and arrows are used to con- 

nect the entities, and labelling is used to give some 

domain-specific meaning. Often these pictures are 

conceptually quite simple. 

Wilhelm Marta Rudolf 
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Figure 1: A LA' picture 


